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Software Modeling and Design: UML, Use Cases, Patterns, and Software ArchitecturesCambridge University Press, 2011

	This book describes a use case–driven UML-based method for the modeling and
	design of software architectures, including object-oriented software architectures,
	client/server software architectures, service-oriented architectures, componentbased
	software architectures, concurrent and real-time software architectures, and
	software...
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Database Design: Know It AllMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
All of the elements of database design together in a single volume written by the best and brightest experts in the field!     

       This book brings all of the elements of database design together in a single volume, saving the reader the time and expense of making multiple purchases. It consolidates both introductory and advanced...
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A Programmer's Guide to Java Certification: A Comprehesive Primer, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
To pass the Sun Certified Programmer for Java 2 Platform 1.4 exam (SCPJ2 1.4) you need this book. It is written for any experienced programmer (with or without previous knowledge of Java) interested in mastering the Java programming language and passing the SCPJ2 1.4 exam. 

A Programmer's Guide to Java™ Certification,...
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Verification and Validation for Quality of UML 2.0 ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A practical approach to enhancing quality in software models using UML Version 2.0
"Despite its increasing usage, many companies are not taking the best advantage of UML and, occasionally, individuals have experienced frustration in applying its standards. Perhaps this is because they have not yet read this book!"
...
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Database Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and ApplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2009
The expanding possibilities and promising current and future potential that lies within the advancing field of database technologies encompasses many aspects of life as its beneficial features and innovative functions are seen impacting society at countless diverse angles.
Database Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and...
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UML 2 Semantics and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	With an up-to-date view of the results of UML semantics and the practical applications of semantics development, this book presents the only coherent and integrated account of the leading UML 2 semantics work and its applications. With contributions from renowned experts in the area of UML 2 semantics and its applications, the book covers...
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The Traveling Salesman: Computational Solutions for TSP Applications (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1994

	More than fifteen years ago, I was faced with the following problem in an assignment
	for a class in computer science. A brewery had to deliver beer to five stores, and the task
	was to write a computer program for determining the shortest route for the truck driver to
	visit all stores and return to the brewery. All my attemps to find a...
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Unified Modeling Language Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2004
 “If you are a serious user of UML, there is no other book quite  like this one. I have been involved with the UML specification process  for some time, but I still found myself learning things while reading  through this book—especially on the changes and new capabilities that  have come with UML.”
...
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Advanced Information Systems Engineering: 15th International Conference, CAiSE 2003, Klagenfurt, Austria, June 16-18, 2003, ProceedingsSpringer, 2003
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering, CaiSE 2003, held in Klagenfurt, Austria in June 2003.
The 45 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited contributions were carefully reviewed and selected from 219 submissions. The papers are organized in...
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Database Systems: Design, Implementation and Management, Sixth EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2004
This Sixth Edition takes you clearly and effectively through the entire process of database development and implementation. This market leading text includes new Visio and UML tutorials, as well as a new chapter on Advanced SQL. All appendices are housed on a CD that accompany every copy of the text.

Takes students step by step through...
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The Making of Information Systems: Software Engineering and Management in a Globalized WorldSpringer, 2008
Information systems (IS) are the backbone of any organization today, supporting all major business processes.

This book deals with the question: how do these systems come into existence? It gives a comprehensive coverage of managerial, methodological and technological aspects including:

    * Management...
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Computers and Productivity: How Firms Make a General Purpose Technology WorkPhysica-Verlag, 2005
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) create potentials for considerable productivity gains and for higher economic growth. However, ICTs also pose varied challenges to firms in order to benefit from these potentials. Highlighting the importance of innovations, firm-sponsored training, and recruitment of high-skilled workers, this...
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